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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
lidia ines has contributed to the dictionary with 1055 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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tractorear
Maneuver, operate. Directed with skill a tractor. Whether for plowing, ploughing, ( The grooves are ready for planting,
e.g., tomatoes, lettuce, onions, ) track Earth, with disks, or dredge tips.

trae la bolsa de la comprar
Bring the bags first! That phrase is said to the boy who wanted a relationship, but was far ahead, and soon walk,
because he was asking, Un Besito! Also. You are not gone forward!. Lancet-fresh-bigeye tuna-Octopus! Do not you
Amarraron hands when boy.?

traer a colación
bringing up is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Opportunity" being its meaning:<br>Address an issue at the
moment. Especially when are involved. On other occasions are made the same, or get him remove the problem.

tribuna en alcohólicos anónimos
A place that people occupy.   (Alcoholics ) exposed, recounts, they have experience, so it fell into the habit of alcohol.

trola
In chile, this word is used for short. Victrola or Victrola ( 41 turntable;? and to refer to the rude.??

tu eres igual que hitler
Bossy character. Authoritarian. Only known order. Impose. Panic. Someone who carries much rage and anger internally.
  (Perhaps feels less ) The only thing that has. It is the power. And never smile.

tumbar y capar
Attack, someone unarmed. The male animal they lacean it, tied hands and feet, already lying on the floor, helpless,
proceed to castrate him, neuter him, cut him, removed the testicles.

tunas
Fruit. Many very thin spines. Someone of difficult character.   (East is as gripping a Tuna )

turumba
PUNISHMENT. Here in chile, this word is used to warn of a punishment. Do arriving home you'll get one does
TURUMBA of father and Mr MIO does with the warning stood a good behavior.???   (It was the best )

ues
Several units of the 5 vowel. The letter U.

ulpo
Chercan do is the preparation of toasted wheat flour, sugar, or honey, and boiling water, you stir, is thick, tasty, healthy,
and food.??  (In the field replaces the bread )Prepared with cold water, sugar, and a few hielitos, called do ulpo do.?? It
is refreshing and feeds



una persona parca
a person parca is incorrectly written and should be written as "Farm." being its meaning:<br>A little accessible character,
becomes quite unsociable, must be much tino to address it.

una persona que hace bulto
a person who makes bulk is incorrectly written and should be written as "Clog.  " being its meaning: < /br >Clog.
Someone who does not pay no utility, is inordinate, loose, where it, this other.

upelienta
Popular unity.They say Upelientos, (In chile ) in a derogatory manner to those who belong, or are supporters of that
ideology. And do not belong to the party. Christian Democrat. Of which only has the name, because is not focused
towards the sectors more vulnerable, these are boxes! Immediately, as. UPELIENTOS.

urgar
going is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dig" being its meaning:<br>Intrusear. Gests. Metiche. Especially
should not meddle.

usufructo
Convenience.   (Suitable for who takes advantage of this.  )

vacunar
GET VACCINATED. In Chile. Ask for money and not pay. You already vaccinated, that Gil does not pay anyone. That
lives!

valeo
Bale. I think it may be, I Baleo. Balear. Shooting with a firearm. Either stir. Gun. Rifle. Or shotgun. If I discover, I baleo it!

vamos
Come with me. In your company, the distance I will be smaller.!

varilla
Stick thin and long. With which hens, they herd frightens dogs, cats. And also, it serves as a corrective for legs who do
not obey. You will get a varillazo.!

vayas
You go. From the word go. EJ. Where you go, or you are, you'll always be in my thoughts! Wherever you go, Dios you
accompany!

veamosnos
Find us. Meet us. I'm calling for us we see and remember beautiful moments last.!  See us?

veámonos
see us is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Find us" being its meaning:<br>Find us. I invite you to see us at
six, to talk.! See us?



venir como caido del cielo
Birth in the menopause period. That is. Someone who comes at a very timely moment.

ver videos porno
porn videos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Morbidity.  " being its meaning: < /br >Morbidity. This type
of material makes look dirty, a situation which it is not, since this is a business, a performance. Unfortunately the youth
hungry to know what is forbidden, has free access to this material, which is educational, or teaches the beautiful sex.

verijas
Groin. Both human and animal. Space that is between. The cadera-pelvis-and abdomen. From that comes the phrase to
a child when his mother keeps him in her lap. This child, lives Enverijado.!    ( Or if someone is very weak say, do not
you go to cool the Verijas.  )

vienesa
Inlay. Here is referred to as Viennese, which used to the Hot dog. Hot dogs. Italians.   (They carry only mayonnaise ) Or
complete, the leading chocrut, tomato and mayonnaise. They are made with all the leftovers, or waste from the factories
of sausages.

vinagreras
OIL/VINEGAR RECIPIENT.In the fields, or quite away from some city rural sectors.The elderly to be talking, and a
young boy / to intervenes saying something out of place, they tell despacio.¿No talk oil/vinegar recipient do the after
apologizing, is removed respectfully embarrassed.?

virada
Sign-off on a relationship. By ej. Pedro is tacked. It was without an explanation!

vistos
Revised. Seen, is a similar sign to V, with the right length. It is what gets when a document or item, was revised.

viuda negra
Women widowed more than once. And the spider of the wheat. Highly poisonous.

vivaracho
Clever.   (Someone that is wasting time. Avispar you and works!   ) Ladino. Cunning. Skilled.

volá
Vola is incorrectly written and should be written as " drug addict.  " still his significado:mujer under the influence of drugs.
They lose the sense of responsibility, and dignity.

volteo
Twist.   (I turn, I turn my head to look at you, when you see pass )

vuelve
Come back. It returns. Turn on your heels. And back to my life!



wachon
Guachito. When a male specimen, of men's appearance as well as other attributes, is deserving of a. Rich guachito.! In
the peripheral and prison environment, call them wachon, wachito.   (Since there, drop a few beautiful )

wiro
wiro is incorrectly written and should be written as "Marijuana Pito" being its meaning:<br>Marijuana cigarette. Usually
more than a normal cigarette.

ya nos fregaron
Us shit!We went inside.   (They took a shortcut, and we won )

ya veremo
veremo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Warning." being its meaning:<br>Threatening warning. With
bad behavior of a child away from home. We'll see, when we get.!  Son of fight, we'll see who can, who is more cock.!

yacia
Rest. Sleep. EJ. She in love, lay quietly beside her beloved! Or unfortunately, the lay dead in his coffin, to not wake up
ever!

yeguita
Filly. Young Mare.   (Teen )

yoica
Andean bird. In chile, its name is, LOICA. But he is also known as Yoica. This bird is very beautiful, gray feathers, and
red breast. Legend has it, who has it red, because healed wounds to a farmer, say that I clean with his chest.

yoko
Yoko is incorrectly written and should be written as "Dry pumpkin" being its meaning:<br>Dry pumpkin.   (Engendered,
Yoco.  )Mature squash is cut in slices and put to dry in the Sun, then is stored in bags of genre and on Sheepskin
drawers. To use is left to soak in water cold, even in rural areas practicing this method.

yugo
MARRIAGE. The marriage, or to live as a couple, is tied, leaving to rein. Rather the full effect. The reins. Maneas.
Muzzle. And mount.   (This ends us privacy, our own lives ) But it is so, in most cases. Loads one only.

yupi significa genial
Brand of fantasy. In Chile is a trademark of colorantes-artificiales juice powder.

yuyito
Wild plant, and that it also grows in the gardens, flowers, pink and yellow, to the crushing and mixed with water and
sugar, replaces the lemon, is pleasantly acidic, and refreshing. They also say Yuyito tender! A young woman.

zaratán
zaratán is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Louse" being its meaning:<br>Small insect flowers. I was also



used as a synonym for louse, so that it could not be so vulgar.

zorrillos
Skunk. It is an armoured vehicle of the police use in Chile.   ( Of multipurpose, operates in different directions, and 41
scenarios; Which used to dissolve harmful manifestations to people, or private property. This vehicle launching tear gas.
Which makes it difficult to breathe it, and watering eyes. On other occasions, is a Gas that causes diarrhea.   (So will be
very fast to your home.  )

zunga
Tiny briefs. Men's inner garment which leaves very little to the imagination.

zurce
Patches. Fix. Repair a hole in a piece of clothing, weaving, passing the thread at different points, to cover the hole, or
the pit.

zurra
They took the crest!    (When someone give him a good beating, )

  callana
Callana is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Toaster." being its meaning:<br>Artisan roaster. It is
manufactured with a Tin by folding it over 70 × 40 × 20 rectangular shape. Crashes when a certain height on the flame
of the fire, moving a stick stuck this on one end. Which is roasted wheat to make flour, or coffee. Also the peanut and
the "Curagua "   (Corn special so ) for the kids, or popcorn. They also make them in clay, and moves the content with a
paddle misses a 60-70 centimeters long, regular thickness of wood.Finally they call Callana, between the buttocks or
buttocks and waist.

¡ay¡
Exclamation point. Cry. Oh, me which hurts the head.!

¿arreo
Of herd. Herd herd animals. Apparently I understand the Word as a herd.   (No mood to offend )

¿hombrecillo
little man is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Small man" being its meaning:?<br>Derogatory way of
referring to a man. When qualify you lower appearance. Stature, makes no better or worse to others.


